Copyright Permissions and Legal Issues

Essential Advice

It is your responsibility to seek written permission for any work in copyright, and also to settle any relevant fees, which can take considerable time to process. Start the application process early, as soon as you know which material you want to include.

Permissions must be cleared and your paperwork in order when you submit your text to the commissioning editor for production. We cannot begin any aspect of the work on your book, including text editing, with permissions outstanding.

We suggest you keep the use of copyright material to a minimum to save time and costs applying for permission and seek to discuss material in your text rather than reproduce it. Consider whether illustrations are essential given that you will always need permission to reproduce visual material for which you do not hold copyright. If the illustration is available on the Internet you could consider providing a link to it instead.

Apply to the correct rights holder, which is usually the publisher rather than the author of the material. The copyright in an image or figure may be held by someone other than the author of the source material so check the acknowledgements line to be sure.

You should request English language non-exclusive worldwide rights including print and electronic editions. If the publisher asks you to supply information about the price and print run of your book, please consult your commissioning editor. If you do not receive a reply from the copyright holder you cannot presume that you can reproduce the material. Check that you have been granted both print and electronic rights, and if not, consult with your commissioning editor.

For art history or other heavily illustrated books it might be the case that your book is not due to be published in electronic format. For books with a large number of illustrations please consult your commissioning editor before starting the process of clearing permissions to establish whether you need permissions for the print edition only or print and electronic editions.

Fair-dealing Convention

Under the convention known as ‘fair dealing’ (or ‘fair use’ in the US) for purposes of criticism and review, permission need not always be sought for short extracts provided that the material is quoted in the context of scholarly review and not simply to adorn the text. Quotations must be accompanied by a sufficient acknowledgement.

Copyright is infringed if a substantial part of the work is used. This is often a qualitative rather than a quantitative measure. Any quotation (however short) from song lyrics must be cleared, as well as epigraphs, given their prominent position in the text. Epigraphs are quotations which appear on their own at the beginning of a book or chapter. When used in this way, they are not necessarily covered by the fair-dealing rule unless referred to in the text which follows.

There is no fair-dealing/fair-use rule when it comes to illustrations – you will always need to clear permission to reproduce visual material for which you do not hold copyright unless the image is in the public domain (i.e., out of copyright). Consult with your commissioning editor if you are unsure whether or not the image is still in copyright.

Illustrations

All illustrations and cover images requiring permission must be supplied with:

- cleared permissions from the copyright owner of the work. You may incur a copyright fee;
- cleared permissions from the gallery or institution that owns the work being reproduced. You may be required to pay a reproduction or use fee and accompany the illustration with a credit line;
- cleared permissions from the photographer/photographic library. This may incur a copyright and a reproduction or use fee.

Material from Websites

If text, images or data are drawn from a website, including screen grabs, normal copyright rules apply. Always check with the website owner and copyright holder. You need to consult the wording of any creative commons licenses carefully, paying particular attention to the source of the image. Please consult with your commissioning editor if you are in doubt.
Reproducing Your Own Previously Published Work

Please bear in mind even if you hold the copyright of a previously published piece of work, you are not necessarily free to publish it again without consulting the publisher of the original. Your agreement with them may well grant them an exclusive licence to print and distribute the work, which therefore precludes the possibility of other publishers doing the same without express permission.

Fonts

Fonts can have copyright issues too (see Fonts and Software). Please supply us with a font sample if necessary and any written documentation such as purchase or licence agreements. Bear in mind that not all licenses for fonts cover both print and electronic usage. Usage rules must be checked to ensure they cover the embedding of the font in an electronic product.

Music Permissions

Please refer to the separate guidelines on Music and Copyright supplied by your commissioning editor. Do be aware that music can still be under copyright 70 years after a composer has died. Please contact your commissioning editor for further advice.

Defamation and Libel

Do not make any defamatory or injurious statement about living persons, institutions or other organizations that could result in libel claims.

Plagiarism

If you copy all or part of someone else’s work without crediting them, then you are plagiarizing, even if you amend the original wording. If you use someone else’s work, whether a person or an organization, you must make it clear you have done so.

Documentation

When permission has been granted, keep the correspondence on file and send a copy of the paperwork to us when delivering your text. Be sure to include any details of terms and clearly label the paperwork so it matches the final text (for example, ‘Permission for Figure 2.1’).

Any required acknowledgements should be included in your preface, a separate acknowledgements page or a footnote, using the language specified by the permission-granting institution. Sources of images should be correctly cited in your corresponding preliminary lists and with the caption in the main body of the text if required by the copyright holder.

Useful Guides


WATCH – a database for searching for copyright holders: http://norman.hrc.utexas.edu/watch/

